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Marital and Family Therapy for Alcohol.Problems

.

The Second Special Report to the U.S. Congress on Alcohol and Health called

marital and family treatment approaabes'"the most notable curient adyance in the
r

ntrea, of psythotherapyl)of alcoholism" (Keller, 1974). The enthusiasm for and

interest in marital and-family therapiftr alcoholies derives from a number of

converginttines of evidence. Many alcoholics have extensive marital and family

problems (Billings, Kessler, Gomberg, & Weiner, 1979; Cvitkovic, 1978; Klein, 1978;

C11:4;

4

Paolinb, & McCrady, 1977; Woodruff, Guze, & C ton, 1972). Positive marital and

family adjustment IS assogiated with better alcoholism treatment outnnmes at

folloW-up (Bromet & Moos, 1977; EnrtAl & Kaplan, 1968b; Finney, Moos, & Mewborn,

19801 Moos, Bromet, Tsp, & Moos, 1979; Orford, Oppenheimer, Egerti Hensman,'&

Guthrie, 1976). Disturbed marital and fam.ily interaction often pre-

cipitates .renewed drinking by,abstinent alcoholics (Iore, 1971a, b; Marlatt &

Gordon, 1978). Finally, recent literature reviews eoncIudethat marital and.family

V therapy have improved alcoholism treatment outcome in several studies(Janzen, 1977;

Steinglass, 1976).

Reports on family treatment, which includes family Members in addition to the
. ,

spouse, are very few in number and pAde (tittle 6r no data. Similarly, a recent

foagencies treating alcohol problems found family treatment practiced verysurv
.

infregnently (Reian,-Connors, O'Farrell, & Jones, Hotel). Howevlr, a.critical review

of theexisting literature shows that two studies of marital treatment for alcoholics,

meet the minimal criteria of random assignment to treatment and control groups, at

least six months follow-up,-and use of specific measures oUtreatment outcome.

Hedberg and Campbell (1974) Compared among alcoholic outpatients the thera7-

peutic efficacy of behavioral marital counseling, systemat4c desensi ization, :

covert Sensitization, and electric shock avoidance conditioning. At ix7month

follow-up behaviora mar-tal counseling was the most effeotiVe treatment for all

1
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patients (rItgardless of Whether the patients'. goal.was abstinence or contro,lled

drinking) and partipularly effective for patients with abstinence goals. Un-

fortunately, the Hedberg and Campbell outcome data was.limitedAto'a global measure

of -drinking behavior obtained at six-month follow-up.

McCrady and colleagues (McCrady, Paolino, Longabiugh, & Rossi, 1979) in a

cpilot study rAndomly assigned persons hospitalized with alcohol ,problems and their

nonalcoholic spouses one of bh'ree treatment grOups: (1) joint (husbandkand wife)

hospitalization followed by couples and individual outpatient treatment for both

spouses; (2) couples andriridividual outpatient treatment for both without joint

admission; or (3) individual inpatient and outpatient treatment for the patient alone.

Couples in groups 1 and 2 weie treated in couples group§ using a reality-oriented

and goal-directed method described as an.interactional approach (Blinder &

Rirschenbaum, 1976; Gallant, kich, Bey, & Terranova, 970; Yalom, 1974). Couples

were evaluated at 6-8 weeks and 6-8 mOnths after hosp tal discharge. All groups

showed significant decreased'in number of reported ma J.al problems, depression,

anxiety, .other psythological symptoms and decreased i paitment krom lige of alcohol.

,Only.groups 1 and 2 Showed significant decreases in q entity of alcohol consnted

although the individuals group also decreased tarkedl There wer0 no other sig-
.,

nificant differences among the three groups, and no siinifinant differencesobetween

the joint admission and combined couples and i dividualgroups. Although the

McCrady et al. study improves methodologically over pre}yious reports in the

'literature, conclusions from this study must be tempereili by the realizations.

that there was considerable subject attrition due to innomplete follow-up data,
4

the drinking adjustment measures which assesSed only th most renent 30 days have 4

been shown not to be representative Of longer time intervals (Cooper, Sobell,

Maisto, &'Sobell, 1980), and the marital adjustmey meaSures did not inclnde

interactional measures (e.g., samples of couple. cOmmunination) or self-report

measures with adequate reliability and ilnlidity. [
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These two controlled studies show that both a'behavioral marital therapy in which

couples are taught spetific communication and behavior change skills and an inter-

actional communications-oriented therapy without specific behavioral teaching and

rehearsal produce better drinking outcones thanethe'comparison treatments evaluated.

However, these studies reveal little pr nothing about therapeutic effects on the

marital adjustment of the couples treated and about the comparative value of the two

types of treatment. In addition, neither report describes its treatment methods in
. *

detail. The pfesent paper (a) describes these two types of marital therapy,in some,

.

detail and (b) provides a brief overaew'of resUlts from a study in progrisia nom-
4

4% paring the effects, ofvthe two modalities on drinking and marital adjustment of

outpatient alcoholics and tfieir wives. .

Interactional Couples Group Treatment

The goals of the interactiona14.(and behavioral) couples group are to decrease

conflict about drinking and to increade positive interaction between spouses,

effective comMUnication, and resolution of conflicts ind prOblets (about sex, '

fina children. leisure time, etc.). To achieve these goals,..couples in both

types of groups received a pregroup orientation to promote positive expectatious

and to specify maritalnissues to be addressed in.the groups, feedback on current

negative interaction patterns, and suggestions for speckfic Changes in couple behavior.

'The interactional couples group emphasized catlharais, ventilation, sharing of feelings

problem-solving through discussion, and providing verbal insight on eath couple's

re1i.ationship -both from the therapists and,from-other group members. Therapists

p anned their strategy for each sessioa in a supervisoli conference'but'did not *

have a preplanned session butline or.detailed treatment manual., Figure 1 summarizes

the similarities and differences between,the two types7of theraiy.

Insert Figilie 1 about here

Interactional couples group therapy is paiticularly popular in alcoholism

treatment (Steinglass, 1976), fias received empirical support (Cadogan, 1973), and
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is considered the treatment of chOice for marriekalcoholicsby some (Gallant,

Rich, Bey, & Terranova, 1970). Ini a study with nonalcoholic maritlkly-conflicted

couples, Liberman compared interactional anhaehavioral couples groupg'and found that

both types of couples groups shotged significant improvements on the self-report

measures, with little or no differences between groups. However, the direct observa-

tional data'indicated that couples in3the behavioral group, as compared to the'inter-

4
actionr-insight group, showed significantly more positive and mutually supportive'

verbal and nonverbal behaviors in their videotaped disuCssions after treatment

(Liberman 'Levine Wheeler, Sanders, & Wallace, 1976).

Behavioral Couples Group

The behavioral couples group is presented Tre in some detail betadse it is

more easily specified'than the interL.ctiona1 group, and because the major goal of

the current study is to evaluate behatioral marital therapy (BMT witly alcoholics,

The possible importance of BMT was suggested by a numberoof converging factors:

the behavioral%bnmarital treatment of alcoholism currently shows'great promise

(Marlatt, 1978; Nathan & Briddell, 1977; Sobell & Sohell,J978)3 amOng nonalcoholic

populations "oehavioral:approaches to marita/ therapy are eciLil or su2erior to non-

behavioral methods (Jacobson, 197); and case reports (Eisler, Miller, n

Alford, 1974; Lazarus, 1965; 1968; Miller, 1972; Mnrray & Hobbs, 1977;.0 eary &

0
'o

Turkewitz; 19781 Wilson'& Rosen, 1976; Emery.& Fox, Note 2; Miller & Hersed, Note 3),/'

uncontrolled studies (Azrin, 1976; Cheek, Franks, Buttle, & Laucids, 1971; Hunt

:.Azmin, 1973; Cek, Burtle, & Laucius,.Note 4),I and onecontrolled study (cf. Hedberg

& Campbell, 1974, reviewed above) report very good results using behavioral marital

therapy With alcoholics (O'Farrell & Cutter, Note 5).

'ln designing.the prdbent bkiaviorai couples group for alcoholics, Peter

Miller's (1976) observations on the alcoholic's marriage were used to adapt

procedures developed for nonalcoholica by Robert Liberman and his colleagues,
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(Liberman, et al., 1976; Liberman, Wheeler; & Sanders, 1976). Wure 2 outlines

the five modules of the group'and indicates that ohol-gelated feelings and`'

interactions and daily caring behaviors are dealt with first to decrease tension
- 8

and build good will for dealing with problemsand desired changes later.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Module 1: Alcohol and Alcohol-related Interaction

The goals of this module are to decrease drinkin d alcohol-related arguments

and interactions during therapy and' to faintain these%chAlicites After treatment: An

Attabu9 contract, adapted from tihe work:of Miller (Miller ersen, 1975) and.

Azrin (1976) is used to achieve the first goal. [AntAbuse (Di tiram),? drug' which

produces extreme nausea and sickness when die person taking it in alcohol, is

a routine part of the individual a14holism counseling participated' Nhy. all the

A, husbands in the present study.]. In the Antabuse contract, illustrated* Figure 3,

the husband agrees to take Antabuse each day while the wife observes.

In turn, agrees to recordthe oliservation on a calendar provicied and not tdk. ention
A

past dri ing or any fears about future'drinking. We have found it-useful td,

'e
both how to do the contract and how to view the contract. Doing the contract ars

scuss
,

ka

to linking the Antabuse-observation to a wdll-established habit such as mealtime te,
-, -

, .

brushing one s teeth, keeping all the materials (calendar, contract, Antabuse tabl#s)

near where the Antabuse is taken and observed, and planning ahead for times ,when thr

Antabuse.routine MOost often gets br en such as w?ekendt, vacations, and marital

Tcrises\ VieWing the contract const uctively includes focussing on its individual

and couple benefits and beinvery clehr about

wife is pot responsible for giving4the husband

who 'has what responsibility. The

his Antabuse; he frely takes the
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%Antabuse in her presence and she ob$erves this and she freely forgoes talk about

drinking. )It is extremely important that each spouse view the agreement as a

cOrTerative method for rebuilding trust that has been lost and not as a coercive

checking-up. operation. With,the exception of regular tracking of urges to drink,

(blinking is.downplayed as a.topic in the group after .the Antabuse procedde hai

been negotiated.

Insert Figure 3 about here

Driaking becomes a major topiC again when the, maintenahce of therapeutic .

> ;
gains is\planned just prior to termination. Husbands and wives complete a work-

sheet for homework, adapted from a seCtion of.Earlattis Drinking Profile (Marlatt,

1975), designed to help specify high-risk aituations for relapse to drinking that

P

may occur after treatment. Group discussions focus on,possible coping strategies

the alcoholics and wives can use to prevent or minimize relapse Alen confronted

with these or similar si&ations

$

4

Module 2: Caring Behaviors

The goal of this module is to increase the frequency with which spouse.s

notice, acknowledge, and initiate caring behaviors on a daily basis. Caring

4
behaviors are defined to couplee as "behavfOrs showing that you care for the other

person" and a long list of. pleasing behaviors taken from the $pouse Observation Check-

'list (Note (?) is used to give examples. The first session has homework called

"Catch Your Spouse Doing Something Nice" to help couples notice the daily.caring

behaviors that currentlyoccur in the marriage in order to.cotpete with the spouses' 4...

tendeniyto.ignore posiiive and focus on negativt behavior's. This -technique developed-.

by Turner (Note 7) requires each 'spouse to write dolVn orie caring behavior-performed.

by the partner each day on sheets.provided by the therapists (see Figure 4). In

session two spouses read the "caring. behaviors recorded each day of the previons
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Insert Figure 4 about.here

teek. Next, a Communication S,ession to practice acknowledging Cating,behaviors is

'

introduced; this is described as important because spouses need to reinforce what

-
they want more of and, because it is a first step in'opening,their- hearts toteath

other again and bringIng them closer. Group leaders model acknowledging pleasing

behavior noting-the importance of eye contact, smile, sincere pleasant tone of voice,

and totally positive content. Then each spouse practices acknowledging the two

best caring behaviors from his daily list for the previous week. Although thiais

often very difficult for many.couples, epeated rOle-Oaying with extensive proMpting,

coaching and modeling (by.the.therapists nd -especially by other group members) is

most often successful in instigating the desired behayior. After Practicing in the

group, homework is assigned for a 2-5 minute Communication Session,daily in Which.

each partner ackno edg one' leasing behavior noticed that day.,

Alinal technique in this carAg behavior module is the assignment that each,

partner give the other a Caring Day in the coming week by doing oine special things
%

to show caring for the spouse. Couples' who engage wholeheartedfiy in the Caring Day

0

assignment can influence the more negative.group members to begf acting more posittvely

toward each other. Discussion often centers tn the need to'take,a risk and'act loving

toward one's spouse rather than wait for thevother to make the firJt move an o act

differenctly and then have the feelings change!

Module 3: Shared Recreational Activitl:es

For homework:after the second session,spouses separately lispShared Recrea-..

tional Attivities (SRA) they might like to do with.eaChAther. The, activity.must7

involve the spouses together, either alone with their children, or with other addlts..

Mien cOnples report their SRA lists in sesdion 3, therapists often point out that

a number of actiVitieS appear on the lists of both partners; thid is often the case

even when a conple hegvserious'eonflicts about recreation a3i 'rarely can agree

9
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.

ail*what to do fors fun. the thitil SeSsiorOs hnmaliqrk aesignment is to plan an ..,

`. ,
.,'

SRA fnr the week afte next en 'to report onAihat they plan to do in tfia next seSsion.'
* .. -, .I 4 ' 4,

.

*

Flansjor the 6omilg week afe gnalized in the nexi group.session with helii Irom the. ,
P -.,

therapitts and group Mejbers as needed. SRA' assignnents weekly.thereefter Ste to

...,-
S- . .

lio the planned'SRA and to plan another one lor,the week after.next-and report on it
,

0,
. .

' , ..., .
. 4_

the next gtoup session., Each week one_spoute is respontiblejor planning':an activity
* ..

_

and the other Asptiuse has one Veto. The planning role it alternated weekly to show ,

,

''

.

thSt taking tnrne is one sinple Way to resope conflicts aboUt recteatiqn iad also .

,
. f i

-i

es

_

,

about manyother itsu.
. .

.._ Nk'N.,.: 8, .

Currently in nut-clinical work after tte present project.we have relabelled,

.

,_ '- , \ 7

,

.

this module'as Shared Rewarding.Activities. This inclu40.activities suchts a

V
,

"datesat home" and i$ not restri ted to activities outtide the home.

, p
Module 41(:, Communication Skill Training '

e

Therapists use instructiOnS', modeling, prompting, 'behaviotal rehArsal,

,

6 N

aild\feedback in eachlmg communication skills-of listening, expressing feelings:*
6 , N.,

, , )

directly, and he use'of, Communication Sessions.; The tielnini starts with nOnproblem
-.

areSt tWa-t are positive or neutral and moved to problem areas and charged issues

only after each skill has been ilracticed on less problematic cnntenfs..

Communication Sessions. A Communication Session is.defined to the couples

as.a. planned, structured discussion in which spouses talk privately, face-to-7

face,-without distraceions, taking turns expressing their point of view without

interruptions. From session two on Communication Sessions are assigned for home-

twork and the length of session and topid change with thdtikill being taught. The

time and place at 'which couples plan to have their assigned communication practice

sessions is discussed in the group and the success'of this plan is
4
assessed at the

next session and any needed chanips are suggested. In addition to being aivehiele

-

to cue conmunication
practice,.a-Communicafion Sessym is a method couples den use to

,%

.1 0
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(TITexerc :e stimulus control over ttleir prliblem ,solving discussions 7rtng and after

.

therapy. Couples are encouraged to ask each other for'a Communication tedsion:

*
4

when they want to discuss an issue or problem and to keep in mind the ground rules
k ,

of behavior that characterize such a session.

#

Cri Listening: Listenini is a Communication skill that helps each spode feel

understood and suOpOrted. It slows down couple interactidns ,preventing quick
6

escalation of aversive exchanges, and it is a prerequisite for couple problem.

solving and couple agreements., The rationale presented to the couples for learning
,

. the Listening skills, which borrows heavily from a recent self-help'manual on
4

couple communicatipn (Gottman, Notarius, Gonso & Markm4n, 1976), begins by defining

4

effective cbmmunication as "message intended by speaker) equals message received

(by listener)". SPouses are instructed ;hen in the listener role'to repeat both

the wordb -and the feelings df the speaker's message and .to Check to see If the message

they received was the'lessage intended by their parfner Mat I, heard you saying

was . . Is that rightr). When the listener has understood the speaker's message

roles change aL the former listener now speaks. Teachirig partners in an alcOholic '
7 V

w

marriage to communicate support and understanding by rephrasing the partner's

message before tating one's own position is. a major accomplishMent that must be'

carefully shaped Such learning may be impeded by a partner's failure to separate

understanding the spouse's pogition from agreement With it.

Expressing FeelingS/birectly. This skill is taught to help couples decrease

blaming, hostile, and indirect responsibi1ity7avoiding
behaviors-in their,compuni-

cation. Since numerous authors indicate i'at.many alcoholic marriages are

.
,characterized by the husbands' nonassertlVe, indirect, responsibility-a-Voiding.style

-- of communication arid the wife SAostile, blaming, attacking behavior, learning an

alternative to these faulty communication patterns is particularly important

Recker & Miller,.A.976:.Drewery & Rae. 1969; DUliamel, 19714 Corad, 1971; dynther &

Brilliant, 1967; Mitchell, 4159: Cutler Note 8).
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Learning to express feelings directly is presented o co4les as one part of

good commuOicatiA Couples are.instrUcted that when the speaker expresses
,

feelings directly, there is a greater chance he will be heard.because theospeaker

says these are his feelings, his point of view, not some objective fact aboCt the

other person. This. reduces listener defensiveness and makes it easier to receive the-

inteuded message. The use of statementsqbeginningvith "I" rather than "you" is

emphasized. After rationale and instrUctions have been presented, the therapists'.

model correct and incorrect ways of expressing positive and ndgative feelings and

/ 7

elicit group meMber's reactions to these modeled scenes. Then couples are.instrudted

to have a "communication sessiOnkin which you take turns being speakdr and listener

and practice the speaker expres,eing feelings directly and listener using the.lis-
.

teuing response". During this roleplaying, therapists are poised to prompt,

model,ittop action, and give feedback to couples as they practice reflecting back.

the direct expressions of owned-to feelings. Similar Communication Sessions 10 to

.15 minutes each three,to fourftimes weekly, are assigned for homework after sessions

four to six, and more roleplaying practice is done'in ehe group when this homeuork

is discussed.

Mudle 5: Making Agreements

By the time this last modure is started many changes desired by spouses have

been acheived through earlier interventions. What remain often are the deeply con-

flictual issues in the relationship that each partner feels st-tongly'allaut and that

have been the focud of considerable overt and'covert hostility andcoereive inter--

adtion over the years. Learning to make positive specific requests and to nego0.ate

and compromise are prerequi ites in our therdpy for making sound behavior change

agreements, c

Pnsitive specific requests. Initially it Is exOlained that-couples often'.

complain about what is wrong an4 what they are not getting, are,vague and unclear

about %dist they want,'and try to coerce, browbeat, 4nd force the partner to change.
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P - Couples are told that in order to.cegotiate or contract for desired relationship

chews "each partner has to learn to state his/her desires in the form of :

_Positive-what you want, not what you don't want; Specific-what, where and when;

'Requests-not demands which usp force and threats but rather requests which show

possibility for negotiation and compronise." Th s notion is illustrated by having

the couples consider a lièt (adapted from Weiss and ord, Note 9):_of 11 requests

which are written on the board and on handout sheets given to each spouse. Spouses

circle items they think are positive specific reCuests and then the therapists feed-

back correct answers to the group on which itens meet the criteria and which do not.

After discussion, the grodp embers rewrite the incorrect items making them positive

and specific. Homework aft th 6 session I,s_for each partner to list at least five
k4t:

positive specific requests 'for changes in theiv relationship which will be used in
4

the next session.

Negotiation and compromise. To help couples compromise and agree on granting

of a stated request, they are instructed to translate 'each request onto a contAnuum

tiof possible activities in erms of frequency,.duration, intensity or situatiofi

rather than present the request in all-or-none terns. Therapists model a Communication'
= ,

Session in which the requests are made in a positive specific form, "heard" by each

partner, and translated into a mutually satisfactory, do-able agreement for the up-

coming week. Then, using the list of requests completed for homework, each therapist

worksoalth a pair of couples to help each couple negotiate an Agreement that each

partner will fulfill one request in the next week.

Couple agreements. Specific written agreements about desired changes are the

focus of Aluch of the later group sessions beginning with:Ye review of the first agreenent,

made.in the preVioUs seSsion. After completing aireementssin the group under thera7

pist supervisibn, couples review a handout on the steps involved in making agree-

ments and are asked to have, a Communication Sessin at home to-negotiate an agree-.
.

.ment on their own and bring it,to the following.sssion:for review by therapists
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andtgrobp members. Agreements (see Figure 5 for.an example) are of the- 'good

.

faith" type (Weiss, Birchler, & Vincent, 1974) and external monetary or other

reward or punishment Contingencies are not used.'

--ynsert Figure 5 ibout here

Overview of Results of Study in Progress,-

liesign of Study

Thirty-six couples, in which the husband had 7cently begun individual Out-
.. -

patient alcoholism counseling, were randomly assigned to a no-marital-treatment

control group, or to 10 weekly sessions of either a behavioral or an inter-
.

.actional couples group. Typically, the couples were high school educated, in

their 40's,.married 15 years, and had three children. .Extensive evidence that

the husbands were alcoholics includes previous alcoholism treatment, the prtsence

.
.

.

of withdrawal symptoms, and scOres on the Michigan Alcoholism Screening Test

(Selzer, 1971). 1

Male-female cotherapist teams for the two tyiies of counies therapy were

similarly experienced and.committed to their respective approachek The behavioral

and interLctional couples groups were equally credible treatments: couples'

responses to a therapy satisfaction questionnaire were highly favorable and

revealed no differences between treatments; the mean nuMbers of sessions attended

did not differ between treatments and exceeded 80% of the sessions for both types

of groups. The independent variable Manipula'tions were successfully maintained:

the amount of therapy contact,received by the wife.and the'eouple (other than the

assigned couples group participation) was very small as intended and, like the

number of indivi'dual counseling sessions received by the alcoholic husband, dfa

not differ across the three experimental conditions. The individual alcoholism

counseling (the standard clinic program) was done by paraprofessional alcoholism'
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counselors who prbviddd supportive couaseling that encouraged Antabuse,

Alcoholics' Anonymous, and abstinence. A large majority of the alcoholics

(which did not differ and ranged from 75-90% for the three conditions) were,

taking Antabudg when they entered the study.

Measures of marital and drinking adjustment were collected pre and post

and at 2, 6, 12, 18 and 24-mOnth follbwi-up periods; and results for the first

year after treatment are available currently. To determinsphether the behaviorally

treated coll.es inproved more than couples receiving intéractionaI,or no marital

treatment, betweerigroups planned comparisons of the behavioral treatment with

the control and with the interactional treatment were performed using t-tests on

the mean scores fbr each dependent variable (covariance=adjusted by the pre-

treatnent score) at post and at each follow-up period. In addition, post-hoc

comparisons of the interactional with the control group were.conducted using the

Newman-KeuIs procedure. Finally, cbtrelated t-tests within daeb condition were

used to compare pre with post and pre with 127month follow-ugacores to determine

whether couples improved significantly from beford to after therapy and whether

they were still significantly improvedone year later.

N1/4

Results summaFy

Short-term reaults from pre to post showed that behaviorallytreated couples

inproved agnificantly on all marital relationship.measures analysed to date including

overall adjustment on the LoCke-Wallace Marital Adjustlent Test (MAT),(LoCke &

Wallace, 1959), stability on the Marital Status Inventory (MSI) (Weiss & Cerretto,

1980), Communication about marriage problems rated from videotaped interaction

samples using the Marital Interaction Coding System °lops, Wills, Patterson, & Weiss,

.

Note ID, and percent of days separated; couples in the other-two conditions

did'not improve significantly on any of these variables. Behavioral group

couples inproved more from pre to post:than control couples for all marital

variables and more than.interactionally treated couples on all but the MS1 and
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percent days separated.. On drinking
adjustment,'alcoholics In all three

improved significantly having conaiderably less alcohol-involved time (i .

cranking or incarCerated in jail or hospital) in the pre to post interva

in the year prior to treatment; and the behavioral group improved more

interactional group but not more.than'the controls.

Long term results on marital'adjustment in the year after treatment

the behavioral group remained significantly improved at 124onth follow-

the MAT and MSI but not on percent days separated; and no significant ga iô rom

pretreatment for the other two groups. The behavioral.group Was signifiCa t y.

riore improved than the controlS on the MAT, MSI and tim separated, but Linger_

better than the interactional group on any of the relationship variables udied.

On drinking adjustment in_the year after treatment: alcoholics in. all.th ee groups.
,

were signi;pantly improved from the year pretreatment; and the behaviorallroup

was not superior to the control or the interactional conditions.

Both short and long term resnits showed the interactional grOup did pot

differ from the controls on either marital or drinking adjustment.

Discussion

Alcoholic patients and their wives were helped more in their marital

relationships when they receives behavioral but not interactional marital

therapy in addition to the husbands' individual counseling, and thiaiMprove-
f. s

ment-Was maintained at one-year "follow-up. Demonstrating for the first Ulm

that behavioral marital therapy can change the marital adju#tment and inter-

actions of alcoholics is important because many marital therapists feel that

alcoholism is the most difficult of problems to treat Oeiss & O'Leary, Note nit adda

to the BMT literature in which most studies have not been done with clinically

disturbed samples, and it provides specific treatment procedures that can be used

in existing alcoholism programs.
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.
The reladve ineffectiveness of the interactional marital therapy was-

somewhat surprising since this type of therapy produced changes, at least

on self-report reasures, with nonalcoholics (Liberman et al., 1976). However,

with alcoholics the McCrady et al. (1979) study found no-advantage of an

interactional couples therapy.over individual therapy and another previous study

(Steinglass, 1979) reported that a more (as compared to:a less) directive,

structured, focused approach to couples therapy seemed more effective. Perhaps

a

just talAng about relationship problems without doing anything to majp specifi$

changes is no better than no marital therapy at all for.aicoholics. It may evens

stir up problems and lead to more conflict and drinking than if the_alcoholic

receives only individual counseling. Given that the superiority of the behavioral

.to the intefactional couples treatment od)both marital and drinking adjustment in

the short run did not endure at one year follow-up, future studies must develop'',

rethods for maintaining gains produced by the behavioral therapy before it is the

marital treatment of choice to add to outpatient alcoholism Ounseling.

Surprisingly, adding marital therapy did not provide an advantage for drink-

ing outcomes. The drinking adjustment measure and the metho4 of analysit used

in the present study-differ extensively from previous studiet and may partly

account for the different and unexpected results. The drinking variable in the

present study does not take into account the amount or consequences of ilrinking

which, giventhat behaviorally treated alcoholics spent significantly less time

separated than the control patients, may turn out to be important factort ih

additional analyses of the present data. Nonetheless, we did not obtain results

favoring the addition of couples treatment for drinking adjustment in the present

Study. If further analyses confirm this finding, than fitture Studies shpuld pay

close attention to marital treatment procedures specifically focused on ire-

venting relapse and maintaining sobriety.
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Although"this and a few other studies in progreas'aie beginning to

accumulate sound data on.the use of marital and family therapy with married

male alcoholics, studies are almost completely lacking and are needed on
,

adult female alcoholics (Donaburg, Glick, & Fergunpaum, 197710%,
adolescent

alcohol abusers (StUmphauser, 1980), and homosexual couples with alcohol problems
(O'Farrell, Note 13). Marital and family

treatment procedures for use with
alcohol prOlems that may not warrant a diagnosis of alcoholism and/or may be
presented in other than alcoholism treatment settinga (e.g-t, practices of
primary care physicians'ot marria,ge counselors) also need to be deve oiled and

rigorously.evaluated.

a

4.

a

1 0
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Outline of treatment interventions for behavioral and inter-

actional couples groups.

Figure 2. Five modules of behavioral couplea group-

Figure 3 Sample Antabuse Contract.

Figure 4. Sample record sheets of daily caring behaviors completed by

couples in behavioral group.

Figure 5. Sample couple agreement



Figure A

Outline of TreatMent Interventions for
Behavioral and Interactional Couples Groups

Inntentions

28

_Groups

BehEM.oral Interactional

1. Orientation to group 'with instructions to Yes Nes

loromote therapeutic expectations

2. Suggestions to couples for specific behavioral Yes Yes

dhanges at home

3. Feedback about negative interactional behavior Yes Yes

4. Catharsis, ventilation, sharing of feelings Litited Yes

5. Verbal insighCon marital relationships Limited Yes

Yes No

7. Daily record of one Caring Behavior with Yes. No

feedbaCk in group session

8. )Planning.of Shared Recreational'Events weekly

with reporting in group session

9. ,,,Communication skills training, using behavioral

rehearsal, modeling, prompting and feedback

10. Written Couple Atreements (C ntracts)

11. Weekly homework assignmentS natalktime

contingency when reporting in grOup

6. Antibust Contract

yes

Yes No

Yes No

Yes :No

-46,
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FIGURE 2

FIVE MODULES OF BEHAVIORAL 'COUPLES GROUP

ALCOHOL AND'ALCOHOLRELATED INTERACTIO0

A ANTABUSE CONTRACT

B. .DISCUSSIONS ABOUT PREVENTING/COPING WITH RELAPSE

2: CARING BEHAVIORS

A. CATCH YOUR SPOUSE DOING SOMETHING,NICE

B. CARING DAYS

SHARED RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIESH.
Ms COMMUNICATION SKILLS TRAINING

A. LISTENING

B. EXPRESSING FEELIOS DIRECTLY

C. COMMUNICATION SESSIONS,

5. MAKING AGREEMENTS

POSITIVE SPECIFIC REQUESTS'

B. NEGOTIATING AND COMPROMISING

C. COUP LE AGREEMENTS -

30
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In order to help

Ogure 3

ANTABusq CONTRnT .

n with his own

self-control and,to bring peace of Mind. to Marti{

his wife,
%JP II ri M ru -1)oe-, agree to the following

30,

arrangement.

. In be) 15

Responsibilities

I. Takes Antabuse each day CALF

ri.&5h-t- be-f-Dre_ toed

2. Thanks'wife for-observing the Antabuse.

If necessary, r-tquest that wife not

mention past drinking or any fears

about future drinking.

4. Refills Antabuse prescription before

St rnns ut.

May-81S
ojbiJttie

1. Observes the Antabuse being take

and records that she observed
it. on ihe Calendar provided. -

2. 'Thanks husband for taking the
'Antabuse asd shows her appreciat
tion when he takes it.

.3. Does nbt mention past drinking
or any fears about future -

drinking. .

f -

Reminds when prescription need:
.

.

EARLY WARNING SYSTEM: If at any t3.l, Antabuse is not taken for,

2 days in. a row, n or Ma.le_ shou/d iontact 'Dr. O'Farrell
%--10P1

083-4500, Ext. 481 or Ext. 465) immediately:

LENGTIEL OF CONTRACT: This agreement diallers the time from today until

Oc..-1--L;be,r- q 1 9 It cannot be changed unless all three

partiZs discuss the changes in a fact-to-face meeting of at least 30,
.

minute's.

Date. 10/9/77
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